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Meeting Summary 
Stormwater Code Update 
Project Advisory Committee Meeting #2 
November 30, 2011 - 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
Lake Oswego Main Fire Station  
300 B Ave, Lake Oswego 
 
 
Committee members in attendance 
Alex Hurley, AKS Engineering 
Brian Wegener, Tualatin Riverkeepers 
Bruce Goldson, Theta Engineering 
Corrina Chase, Tryon Creek Watershed Council 
David Gilbey, LO Public Works 
E. Jay Murphy, Sustainability Advisory Board 
Rob Amsberry, LO Public Works 
Stephanie Wagner, Oswego Lake Watershed Council 
 
Committee members not present 
Jeff Ward, Lake Oswego Corporation 
Justin Wood, Home Builders Association 
Bill Tierney, City Council Representative 
 
Guest 
Don McHarness, Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) 
 
Consultant staff present 
Mary Larkin and Craig Doberstein, Herrera Environmental Consultants 
Eryn Kehe, JLA Public Involvement 

 
Welcome & Introductions 
Facilitator Eryn Kehe opened the meeting.  Those present introduced themselves.       
 

• Meeting Summary Review 
– Consensus to accept the October 12, 2011 meeting summary 
– Consensus to accept the revised version of operating protocols entitled, Roles, 

Responsibilities and Meeting Guidelines. 
 

Public Comment 
Don McHarness, a retired environmental engineer who served on TAB, related he was present because 
he had an interest in the topic.   
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Project Updates – Presentation by Dave and Mary  
 

• Schedule 
– An updated schedule was posted on the wall.   
– The revised work program started with the code and then left more time to get into the 

details of the design manual.   
– STAC Meetings (Stormwater Technical Advisory Committee meetings) involved a group of 

city employees from various departments whose duties touched on stormwater.     
– The projected deadline for draft policies and procedures was late March. 
– The projected deadline for draft design manual was late April.   

Dave noted the revised work program reflected PAC’s desire to spend more time on the design manual.   
Mary commented the deadlines allowed more time for the PAC to provide input. 
 

• Project status 
– Ongoing activities 

o Lake Oswego Stormwater Code – Draft Outline 
o Preparations for developing design content: review of existing code, codes in other 

jurisdictions, and local soil conditions.   
o Preparation of an example guidelines format.     
o Development of policy/procedures-related questions the consultants needed feedback 

on from the City staff and PAC.   
 
Mary noted Herrera’s design team was going to work with the staff between December and January.  
PAC design meetings would begin on February 16.   

– PAC would be provided with examples of facilities such as planters and rain gardens.  They 
would discuss what was and was not working in Lake Oswego and what other jurisdictions 
required.   

– The consultants’ recommendation related to amended soil depth would be based on 
science.  Herrera had a lot of data because it was involved in numerous stormwater facility 
projects and was currently working on an ODOT project to test how different water quality 
technologies performed over time.    Dave indicated it was important to know how easily 
maintained and how cost effective a facility was going to be after it was turned over to the 
owners.   

• Lake Oswego MS4 permit (Dave) 
– The City had received the post-appeal, revised, 14-day permittee draft on November 9.    
– The permit would be very similar to the same permit the City got in March.  There were no 

significant changes.  There would be some modifications, including a requirement to 
monitor mercury levels.   
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– The DEQ projected the 30-day public comment period would start the following Friday or 
early the following week and the permit would likely be issued mid- to late January.   

– The stormwater management plan went into effect when the permit was issued.   
 

Presentation: Stormwater Code Outline – Dave and Mary 
The group examined “Lake Oswego Stormwater Code – Draft Outline” and the “Example Post-
Construction Stormwater Ordinance.”  Dave presented background information and Mary led the 
discussion of the code outline.   
 

• What is the Code? 
– The Code is the legal foundation of the stormwater program 
– The stormwater program is one part of the Surface Water Utility 

 

• Why update now? 
– Council goals related to water quality improvement, low impact development and 

protection of water resources. 
– MS4 Permit requirements to update the code and design manual; remove barriers to low 

impact development; and have measurable goals. 
– Clean Streams Plan call for code updates; aggregation of the code in one place; clarity and 

readability.   
– As soon as the MS4 Permit was issued the stormwater plan was to go into effect and 

measurements had to begin as described in the design manual.   
 

• Matching needs to resources 
– The Stormwater Management Program is funded by a $9.60 per month stormwater 

management fee.  A 7% Annual rate increase is considered by City Council every year.  Next 
July 1 the rate will go up to $10.24.     

– The Code has to meet the needs of external stakeholders who work in Lake Oswego; the 
needs of citizens of Lake Oswego; and the minimum requirements of the MS4 Permit.   

– The code and manual should be scaled so the program is implementable with the resources 
the City has.   There were not enough resources to manage a City of Portland-level program 
and provide constant updates.   

 

• Breakdown of the $9.60 monthly fee 
– Most of it paid for overhead and day-to-day operating costs.  The rest paid for Materials and 

Services and Debt Service.   
– The breakdown would likely change over time because the Public Works and Finance 

departments were looking for ways to be more efficient.   
 

• Current stormwater utility code 
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– The current code is very short because it was developed in 1992, before a permit was 
required.  

– The update process had to consider both natural area and MS4 Permit area because the City 
Council created the Surface Water Utility based on a finding that that natural and manmade 
surface water facilities together constituted a surface water drainage system.   

– How other localities funded these types of programs was all over the board.  It seemed as if 
smaller municipalities tended to gravitate toward having a surface water utility with a 
stormwater utility in it simply because of how it could be funded.  A larger municipality 
sometimes had money for non-point source items.  

 

• Goals and objectives of code and design manual updates 
– Currently stormwater related items were found in many sections of the code.  The project 

was to aggregate, update and clarify them.   
– Implementable code.    

 

• Discussion and questions regarding the Code Outline.   
 

– The draft was similar to the model ordinance where that made sense, but there were 
dissimilarities:   

o Definitions were moved to the end because the consultants’ experience was that 
made more sense.   

o Procedures and Requirements was briefer here than in the model ordinance.  The 
staff and consultants both preferred to put most of that kind of guidance in the 
design manual.  That would make the code easier to read and it would be less 
cumbersome for the Public Works Director to update guidelines in the manual.   

– Were the Applicability and Project Classification sections redundant? How did Section 3 
Construction Inspection for Permanent Stormwater BMPs relate to erosion control code?  
Mary distinguished between Applicability, which could be citywide, and Project 
Classification which talked in detail about what treatment would be required for an area of 
disturbance.     She advised Section 3 would be coordinated with the erosion control code 
updates other City staff was working on.   

– Did current surface water fees depend on the size of the area?  Rob explained the standard 
equivalent surface unit was 3,030 sq. ft. of impervious area, so the more impervious area 
there was the higher the fees were.  There was no fee if the land was vacant.   

 
 

Discussion: Stormwater Code Needs – Eryn 
Eryn distributed copies of “Goals and Objectives of Stormwater Code Update.”  
 
PAC CONCERNS, COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS 
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• What is a UIC?  
– A UIC (Underground Injection Control) was a drywell.  The DEQ regulated how UICs were built 

and maintained and it issued the permits.  The City did not yet have a permit for its own right-
of-way IUCs.  It might take as long as two years to get one, so there was a timing issue.  A 
placeholder might need to be inserted in the draft code until then.  The code could allow a 
developer to build UICs if they also got a permit from the DEQ for them.   

• Has “Significant stormwater impact” been defined?   
– Not yet. 

• Will the program offer incentives?  
– Rebate programs like the Portland downspout disconnect program offered were definitely on 

the staff’s list of potential incentives if it could be determined how they could be funded.  For 
flexibility reasons Dave preferred to describe incentive programs in policies and procedures 
and not in the code.  He clarified he did not believe they were required to be in the code.  
Downspout disconnects would not work in all areas.  There could be a fee-in-lieu program 
when it was not possible for a developer to build an appropriate stormwater facility.  The 
committee would continue to talk about incentives later.   

• What are the barriers to find in the code?  
– The MS4 Permit required the city to go through the code and look for barriers to Low Impact 

Development (LID).  Examples of such barriers were a code that did not allow or made it harder 
to get approval for good practices such as a swale; disconnecting a downspout from the storm 
drainage system; or using pervious paving.        

• Suggestion:  Make it clear that the city wants to encourage people to go beyond what is required 
to protect aquatic resources and that the city would support application of new technology if it 
better protects the resources.   
– That could be made clear in the Findings of Fact.  The staff definitely wanted to look at 

incentivizing low impact development. As the city learned more about changing technology the 
design manual could incorporate it.     

• Will there be maintenance code?   
– Maintenance guidance would likely be in the design manual.  The state required the City to 

inventory public and private stormwater facilities and ensure they were being maintained.  
Some easy method would need to be found for owners of private facilities to report to the City.  
The City did not have the resources to visit every facility every year.  The plan was to visit 5% to 
10% of the facilities every year.  The visits would be an opportunity to offer maintenance 
guidance to the owners.   

• What about proprietary facilities?   
– Developers of more complicated developments with proprietary facilities were already 

required to submit a facilities design and maintenance plan with the land use application.  
However, there was no current process to ensure the facility was being properly maintained in 
later years when homeowners might not recognize and maintain it as a stormwater facility.   

• Stricter requirements for maintaining private parking lot catch basins might be necessary.   
– They might not be being cleaned out as regularly as in-street catch basins.  Owners might not 

even know it is an issue until it floods.  The staff advised the code had to require them to be 
maintained as described in the design manual; the field inspections would reveal which 
facilities were not being maintained; and the requirement would be enforced (see Section 9. 
Enforcement and Penalties).   

 
CONSULTANT’S QUESTIONS / STAFF AND PAC RESPONSES 
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• What specific range of project types and activities should be subject to stormwater requirements?  
The MS4 Permit set 3,000 sq. ft. of new or redeveloped impervious area as the minimum threshold 
to required flood control and water quality treatments.  The current threshold in the local code was 
6,060 sq. ft. of new impervious area.  Should the approach be to apply the MS4 minimum or to apply 
more intense requirements?  What should the trigger(s) be? 

 
– “Redevelopment” had not yet been defined for this purpose.  It would likely have to be in line 

with the Community Development Code definition.  Current stormwater code did not address 
redevelopment at all.  The challenge was how to address water quality from a City block that 
had been 100% impervious area since the 1960s.  If the building was remodeled there would be 
no room to add pervious area and no requirement to do so 

– Some local codes were so restrictive that reroofing, repaving and property line adjustments 
were considered “redevelopment.”  It might be inappropriate to have those activities trigger 
such a huge retrofit burden on the property owner.  If the code was too burdensome and made 
it hard for people to do anything with their property that would stifle redevelopment.  

– The damage the old block caused would be a cost burden on others as well.  The electric code 
had triggers to replace the wiring.  Not all retrofits were expensive.  The program could offer 
opportunities to lighten the burden on the property owner using cost sharing, low interest 
financing, partnering with the City or other incentives to do it.  For example, the City could 
share the cost of pervious paving or reduce the requirement for paved parking area.    

– Craig advised that the permit itself dictated the starting point of the discussion of 
redevelopment.   It defined “replace or replacement” as, “The removal of an impervious 
surface that exposes soil followed by the placement of an impervious surface.”  That would be 
when a roadway was dug up or a foundation removed down to bare soil.  The permit definition 
went on to specify that replacement did not include repair or maintenance activities on 
structures or facilities taken to prevent decline, collapse or cessation in the use of existing 
impervious surface as long as no additional hydrologic impact resulted from the repair or 
maintenance activity.  He advised there were good examples to look at of how other 
communities addressed redevelopment.  They typically fashioned definitions or exemptions 
that did not consider typical roadway repair or resurfacing to be “replacement.”    

– The City needed to come up with an overall strategy for retrofits.  If the entire block was paved 
over it might be better to look to solve the problem off site - perhaps using fees-in-lieu - 
instead of waiting for the building to fall down.   

• Is 3,000 sq. ft. the right size area?  Staff had arrived at a 3,000 sq. ft. impervious area threshold 
during the permit renewal phase. That was what the DEQ permit required.  Staff’s initial 
inclination to set it at 500 sq. ft. had raised concern that would include everything.  They 
concluded it should be 3,000 sq. ft. after examining five years of building permits to determine 
what size would capture 90% of new impervious area.  There would not be much gain to 
requiring a larger area.   

– The original 3,030 sq. ft.  was also based on a field survey that found the running average size 
of a house and driveway (Thus the trigger for water quality treatment was 2x this of 6060 sq ft).   

– Currently major development such as a subdivision (four lots or more) would trigger 
stormwater requirements.   There were no requirements for a minor development of three lots 
or less.  But the permit would require the City to apply the 3000 sq. ft. threshold to any site 
with new or redeveloped impervious area of >3000sq ft.  Some minor developments will now 
be subject to provide water quality treatment.   
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– Even if people kept their development under the 6060 sq. ft. threshold the code still required 
them to address downstream impacts and manage surface water.   

– What about a little plastic shed?  Rob advised added flow from sheds, patios and bump outs of 
200 sq. ft. or more were looked at on a case-by-case basis. If they directed flow into a 
neighbor’s yard the owner would have to manage it.  Staff preferred to get away from case-by-
case and put a more effective and less time consuming system in place.   

– Management of surface water on larger blocks might be addressed by offering LID incentives to 
the developers.  They could, for example save money by using a different type of planter box.  

– Rob explained that grading and piping to the old stormwater infrastructure would still be 
necessary even when there were low impact facilities because there had to be an overflow 
system that prevented flooding and downstream impacts.      

• Are there types of projects or activities that should be exempt from stormwater requirements?   

– There could be an educational aspect.  If nothing was exempt people would have to learn that 
even a little shed had an impact and consider what to do about it.   

– That could be accomplished through outreach and education rather than regulations. 
– The best use of City resources would be to capture 90% new and redeveloped impervious area 

from the 3,000 sq. ft threshold.  To try to regulate all the little sheds would not be practical or 
enforceable.     

– A good use of City resources would be to educate the population about stormwater impacts.   
– Incentives for addressing the impacts of things like an impervious patio could make people 

aware of alternatives and then they might chose to do it differently.   
– It was not entirely about impervious area – it was also about how people used pesticides, 

herbicides and fertilizer.  The City could help the community learn about that.   
– Make anything that does not require a building permit exempt.  The City would likely not know 

about it anyway.  
– The code should apply to walkways and driveways that have impacts even if they do not 

require a permit. 
– The PAC should talk about a minimum landscaping requirement.  One neighborhood 

association wanted that because the current code allowed an owner to pave the entire lot, 
except for the trees.  

– The newly remodeled Lake Grove shopping center did not change the old footprint and it 
would resurface most of the old parking area.   The old center had no stormwater treatment 
facilities.  Under the current code the developer was only required to add treatment facilities in 
the additional parking area they built.   

 
• Any questions/comments/concerns about the specifics of the Code Outline? 

– Some people had already provided the consultants with feedback about the outline and the 
model code.   

– The outline indicated the potential length of the new code would be much longer than the 
current code.  However, the new code would be consolidated in one place; it would be clearer 
and less ambiguous than the existing code; and there were good reasons for everything it 
would have in it.   

– The City Attorney had asked the staff to insert pointers in the code.  For example it would not 
reiterate the erosion control provisions, just refer to Chapter 52, Erosion Control.     

– The code was a regulatory tool.  Educational material (the “how”) could be in the manual or 
elsewhere.  The new code and design manual would be available online and offer links to each 
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other and to the other things they referred to, including educational sites and incentives for 
going beyond what the code required.   

– Section 2 Procedures and Requirements was the place in the code to go to first to find out what 
category your project was in and what level of stormwater requirements it was subject to.   
Then you could go to the design manual for the details.   

– The Applicability section could say the code covered every property in Lake Oswego because it 
was not just related to development or areas over the MS4 Permit threshold; it was about 
everything related to the stormwater system.   

– Suggestion: Insert an explanation related to what the section was about in a header.     
– The staff had a goal to review and update the code at least every permit term in order to keep 

up with developing technology.     
– Section 5, Elicit Discharge Detection and Elimination, explained what one was not allowed to 

pour down the drain.  It would list examples of things that were commonly illegally put into the 
storm system, like paint, asphalt, and concrete.  It would be a lot clearer than current code.  It 
also talked about exempt discharge, which was not prohibited activity unless it was determined 
to be a significant source of pollution.  An example of that was an irrigation system that was 
allowed to continually run into the storm system.  In that case the City had to educate the 
owner about the impact.   

– The City was not the regulatory authority for pesticides but it needed to find a creative 
approach to bad practices like spraying excess fertilizer on the sidewalk.   

 

Preview of next meeting – Eryn 
The next meeting was scheduled on January 25, 2012.  The PAC would be provided with portions of draft 
code to discuss and then it would have a general discussion of the design manual.   

• Should the consultants continue to provide homework in advance of each meeting?  After the 
project team heard the comments below they planned to send out homework again before the next 
meeting, but do it a little differently.   

– The homework had not provided enough information to respond to.  It had been difficult to 
respond to an outline.   

– It would be helpful to have links to well-done websites.    Mary and Dave related they had not 
been able to find a really great example of local code on the internet.  But he would provide a 
few examples of sections of code of neighboring communities if that would be helpful.    

– It would be helpful to know which requirements were flexible; which were not; and what things 
had a lot of research behind them.     

– It would be helpful to hear other’s feedback before the meeting.     
– The project team would provide more examples of what other jurisdictions did and what their 

thresholds were.   
– The team would circulate a pdf of preliminary code ahead of time so the PAC could be 

prepared to discuss it.   
– The staff and consultants clarified they wanted to hear PAC thoughts and guidance related to 

concepts, policies and ideas expressed in the code.  The PAC did not have to edit the language.   
– Dave encouraged PAC members to send the team any additional questions and ideas.   
– Brian provided information about low impact development projects in the Tualatin Basin as 

well as information regarding best and worst management practices.   
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Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:38 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
All information from this meeting, and future meetings, will be available on the project website 
www.raintoriver.org. 


